
ON A CONJECTURE OF FROBENIUS1

WALTER FEIT

1. Introduction. Let ® be a finite group of order g, where g — qm

with (q, m)=l. Let ÜDÍ denote the set of all elements of © whose order

divides m. Frobenius proved2 that the number of elements in SDÎ is a

multiple of m. He furthermore conjectured that if SDi contains exactly

m elements, then it is a normal subgroup of ©. The normality of SfJÎ

in ® is obvious from the definition, the difficulty arises in trying to

prove that 9JÎ is a group. Frobenius was able to prove the following

special case of his conjecture.

Theorem 1.1. If & contains a subgroup Q of order q with the prop-

erties :

(I) The normalizer of O in © is Q.

(II) The intersection of Q with any subgroup conjugate to Q is

either Q or the group {1} consisting of the identity element of G only.

Then there are exactly m — 1 elements not lying in any subgroup con-

jugate to O, and these together with the identity element of ® form a

normal subgroup of ®.3

It is not necessary in the above theorem to assume that (m, q) = 1,

as this can easily be verified from the other hypotheses. One of the

consequences of the theorems in this paper is Theorem 1.1 with

hypothesis (I) replaced by the assumption that UDÎ contains exactly m

elements.

Several attempts have been made to prove Theorem 1.1 without

using character theory. Under the assumption that the group O is
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1 As a part of this paper constituted part of my dissertation, I wish to express my

thanks to Professor Robert M. Thrall under whom it was written; I also wish to

acknowledge my indebtedness to Professor Richard Brauer who first introduced me

to the theory of characters and suggested this problem.

2 See [3]. Actually Frobenius proved a more general theorem and made a corre-

spondingly more general conjecture. Proofs of this result are given in [l, p. 374] and

[7, p. 28].
3 The proof of the theorem as originally given by Frobenius may be found in

[2, p. 331]. An alternative statement of the theorem in the language of permutation

groups may be found in [2, p. 334]. Witt was able to give a simpler proof of the

theorem; this is written up in [6, pp. 202-203]. Under the additional assumption that

ç is even, Burnside succeeded in giving a very elementary proof which can be located

in [2, p. 172].
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solvable, this has been done.4 If we assume that the group Q in

Theorem 3.1 is solvable, then it is possible to prove that theorem

without the use of characters. Enough information about the struc-

ture of the group ® is given so that a theorem which Higman has

proved without using character theory can be applied.6

In §8, another special case of the conjecture is proved which is in-

dependent of the preceding results. The method used there does not

involve the theory of characters in any way.

2. Prerequisite and notation. A subgroup (§ of ® is called an ele-

mentary group if it is the direct product SIX'iß of a cyclic group St

and a /»-group ^3, where p is a prime which does not divide the order

of 21. It is important to note that the definition of @ implies that ty

is in the centralizer of St.

The main tool used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is the following

result due to R. Brauer.6

Theorem 2.1. A complex-valued function 9 defined on the group ®

is an irreducible character of ® if and only if 9 satisfies the following

conditions :

(I) 9 is a class function on ®.

(II) For every elementary subgroup @ of ®, the restriction of 6 to S

is a character of ©.

(III) 0(1) is positive.

(IV) ^,9(G)6(G) =g, where G ranges over the group ® in the sum-

mation, and 6(G) is the complex conjugate of 9(G).

In the sequel, capital letters, A, B, • ■ ■ will be used to denote

group elements. If 31 is a subset of the group ® then the symbol

o(St) will denote the number of elements in the set St. If St is a group,

then of course o (St) is the order of St. For any complex-valued func-

tion 9 defined on 2Í, }l)«ö(G) will mean that the summation ranges

over all elements G in St; if S3 is another subset of ®, St —S3 will stand

for the set of all elements which are in St but not in S3; S3 need not be

contained in St. Finally if G is an element of ©, S(G) will denote the

centralizer of G in © and c{G) will denote the order of this centralizer.

4 See [4]. A stronger result is proved there. Instead of hypothesis (II), Grün as-

sumed that O contains a normal subgroup ¡Qi such that O/Oi is solvable and the

intersection of O with any subgroup conjugate to O is contained in Oi. He was then

able to show that © contains a normal subgroup $ with the properties that §(~\ O = O i

and ©/.£> is isomorphic to O/Ch. This result is analogous to Theorem 3.2, although the

methods used to prove it are entirely different.

6 See either [l, p. 371 and footnote 8 on that page] or see [S, p. 496].

• See [1, p. 357].
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3. Statement of the results. The main results of this paper are con-

tained in the following two theorems.

Theorem 3.1. Let @ be a group of order g = mq, with (m, q) = 1. //

Q is any element of ® whose order divides q, suppose that the number of

elements in 6(Q) whose order divides m is exactly (m, c(Q)). Further-

more, assume that © contains a subgroup O of order q with the property

that any element Q of order dividing q is conjugate to some element of Q.

Then the set 2JZ of all elements whose order divides m is a normal sub-

group of ®.

Theorem 3.2. Let ® be a group of order g = qm, with (q, m) = l. Sup-

pose that the set 2D? of all elements whose order divides m contains exactly

m elements. Furthermore, assume that ® contains a subgroup § of

order h—qs, with (s, m/s) =1, and with the properties:

(I) The group !q contains a normal subgroup © of order s.

(II) The intersection of § with any group conjugate7 to ¡Q is either

¿p or is contained in ©.

Then 'SU is a normal subgroup of ©.

The conditions of both the above theorems are also necessary for

9JÎ to be a normal subgroup of ®. We shall prove this for Theorem 3.1

in §6. The converse of Theorem 3.2 is immediate, for if 9JÎ is a normal

subgroup of ®, then we may choose !q to be the group ®. By letting

5 = 1 in Theorem 3.2 we get the above mentioned generalization of

Theorem 1.1.

4. Some lemmas. The proof of Theorem 3.1 rests mainly on Theo-

rem 2.1 ; however, before we are able to apply that result it is neces-

sary to get some information about the structure of the group ® with

which we are dealing. Accordingly we prove several lemmas which

will be needed. Before doing this we introduce the following notation.

If Q is an element of O, define the set SDÎq to consist of all elements

in ® whose with power is conjugate to Q. Let h(Q) =g/c(Q) denote the

number of elements of ® which are conjugate to Q. We shall also find

it convenient to write c(Q) as a product c(Q)=m(Q)q(Q), where

m(Q) divides m and q(Q) divides q.

Lemma 4.1. If ® satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, then

(l)_ 0(3jîq) = m/q(Q)-

7 I had originally assumed that the intersection of § with any subgroup of order

h is either $ or is contained in ©. I am indebted to Professor R. Brauer for pointing

out that with a slight modification, my argument goes through in this more general

case.
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Proof. Any element G in © can be written in a unique way as a

product G = MiQi = QiMi, where Q\ = l=M?. If furthermore Gm = Q?
= Q, then it is easily seen that Gj is a fixed element depending only on

Q. Hence the correspondence G = MiQi*-*Mi is one-to-one between

the elements G whose rath power is Q and the elements Mi in (£((?)

whose order divides m. Therefore it follows from the hypotheses of

Theorem 3.1 that the number of elements whose with power is Q

equals m{Q), consequently the number of elements in SDÎq is h(Q)m(Q)

= mq/q(Q) as was to be shown.

Lemma 4.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, © contains a sub-

group O of order q with the following properties:

(I) Any two elements of G which are conjugate in © are also con-

jugate in Q.

(II) // Q is in G, then the order of e(Q)PiQ is q(Q).

Proof. Every element G in ® belongs to precisely one of the sets

Mq, where Q ranges over representatives of classes of elements con-

jugate in © whose order divides q. By assumption each such class

contains an element which lies in Q, and we may pick this as the

representative. Hence using equation (1) we get

(2) g = E

or

(3) q = Z

mq

9(0

9(Q)

where the summations in equations (2) and (3) range over the classes

of elements in O which are conjugate in ©.

It is easily seen that

(4) o(fi{Q) HQ)á (c(Q), q) = q(Q),

or in other words

(5) *o(G)£-£->
q(Q)

where ho(Q) denotes the number of elements in O which are con-

jugate to Q in O. The class equation of Q may be written as

(6) q = Z *o(Q),

where the summation ranges over all classes of elements in Q which
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are conjugate in O. Clearly the number of classes of elements in O

which are conjugate in Q is greater than or equal to the number of

classes of elements in Q which are conjugate in ®. Hence on compar-

ing equations (3) and (6) we see that there are at least as many terms

in the sum in (6) as there are in the sum in (3). From equation (5) it

follows that to any summand in (3) corresponds a summand in (6)

which is at least as big. As the two sums both equal q, we conclude

that we must have the same number of terms in both the equations

and corresponding terms must be equal. This proves both statements

of the lemma.

5. The proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the group © satisfies

the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. Let Z be an irreducible representa-

tion of Q, and let p denote the character of Z. We now define the func-

tion x on the group © by

(7) x(G) = p(0i),

where G = MQ = QM, with Mm = \=Qi, and where Q is conjugate

to Qi which lies in O.

Lemma 5.1. The function x defined by equation (7) is a single-valued

function whose domain of definition is all of ®.

Proof. As every element G can be written in the form G — MQ

= QM, with Q conjugate to an element of O, x is defined on the whole

group ®.

Suppose that G = MQ = QM with Q conjugate to both Qi and Q2 in
O. Then Qx and Qs are conjugate in ®, and hence by Lemma 4.2,

also in jQ. Therefore as p is a class function on Q, p(Qi) =p((?2) and

x(G) is uniquely determined.

The last result that we now need before giving the proof of Theo-

rem 3.1 is the following.

Lemma 5.2. The function x defined by equation (7) on the group ® is

an irreducible character of ®. The representation Z' of © with character

X contains 9JÍ in its kernel.

Proof. After it is proved that x is an irreducible character of ®,

the second part of the lemma is an immediate consequence of the

fact that the kernel of a representation consists of all elements G

with x(G)=x(l)> where x is the character of the representation, as

by the definition of x. x(G) =x(l) for all G in 9JÎ. Hence it suffices to

show that x is an irreducible character of ©. This will be done by

showing that x satisfies conditions (I)-(IV) of Theorem 2.1.
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Let Gi = QiMi = MiQi with C$ = l=M?, i = l, 2. If Gi is conjugate
to Gi in ©, then it is easily checked that Qi is conjugate to Qi in ©

and therefore also in Q. Therefore p{Qi) =p(Q2), and by the defini-

tion of x, x(Gi) —xiGz)- This shows that x is a class function on ©,

and thus satisfies condition (I) of Theorem 2.1.

To verify condition (II), that the restriction of x to any elementary

subgroup © is a character, it is sufficient to show that the restriction

of x to some group conjugate to (S is a generalized character, because

X is a class function. Every elementary subgroup S of ® may be writ-

ten as a direct product

(8) (S = Six X SÍ2 X %

where Sl¿ is cyclic of order a¡, i = \, 2, with ai dividing q and a2 divid-

ing m, and where ty is a p-group for some prime p. We shall consider

two cases depending on whether the prime p divides m or q.

If p divides m, then by taking a subgroup conjugate to (S we may

as well assume that Sti is contained in O. In this case it is easily seen

that x restricted to @ is simply the product of the character p0 of Sti

with the trivial character of 3I2X ̂ 3, where p0 is the restriction of p to

Sti. Hence in this case, x restricted to Gs is a character.

Now it is necessary to consider only the case that p divides q. Let

Q be a generator of Sti, where we may once again assume that Q lies

in Q by picking a subgroup conjugate to (§. The group ty lies in

6(C), hence $ lies in a Sylow p-group ^ß' of S(0. By Lemma 4.2

(II), OP\Ê(Ç) contains a Sylow subgroup $/ of £((?). Therefore there

exists G in S(<2) such that ty{ =C$'G-\ Consequently,

(9) GdG-1 C Sti X GSI2G-1 X GWG-i = Sti X GStîG"1 X fí,

as G in S(Çi) commutes with Sti= {Qi}- In other words, some sub-

group conjugate to S is of the form (8) with 3liX?5 in O. Now it fol-

lows immediately from the definition that x is the product of the

character p0 of SliX^J with the trivial character of SÍ2, where p0 is the

restriction of p to StiX^ß. Hence also in this case x is a character on

@. This completes the verification of condition (II).

Condition (III) is trivially true, so it now only remains to show

that x satisfies condition (IV).

If Gi and G2 are any two elements in SDÎq, then it was shown earlier

that

(10) G{ = Q'Mi = MQ", i =1,2,

with Q' conjugate to Q" and with <2'8 = 1 =AC- Hence x(Gi)=x{G2)
=p(Q'). Therefore equation (1) implies
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(11) E x(G)x(G) = -^- p(QTp(Q') = ~r p(Q')p(Q')-

The last equality follows from the fact that Q and Q' are powers of

each other as is easily seen. As p is an irreducible character of O, the

orthogonality relations yield

(12) £' ho(Q')P(Q')p(Q') = q,
o

where the prime on the summation means that the classes of O rather

than the elements of O are summed over. By Lemma 4.2 the sum in

(12) ranges over classes of elements of O which are conjugate in ®.

Furthermore by the same lemma ha(Q)=q/q(Q). Upon combining

equations (11) and (12) we now get

EKOx(Ox(0 = E'(Ex(g)x(o) = E'-^-pCöW)
® o \2H<j /     o q{Q)

{ = m £' ho(Q')p(.Q')p(.Q') = mq = g.
o

This shows that x satisfies condition (IV) and completes the proof

of the lemma.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now very simple. Let pi, • • • , p* be the

set of all irreducible characters of O. Let the functions xi» • • • , X*

be defined by equation (7). It follows from Lemma 5.2 that there exist

irreducible representations Z[ , • ■ ■ , Z¿ of ®, each of which contains

90? in its kernel, and with the property that the character of Z\ is x<»

for i = 1, • • • , k. Let 9Î< be the kernel of Z<. We define W by

(14) W = n $li.

By definition, 9JÎ' is a normal subgroup of ®, and by Lemma 5.2, SO? is

contained in 9JÎ'. To complete the proof it only remains to show that

90?' is contained in 90?.
Let G be an element in 90?', then G = QM where Qq = \=Mn, and

where QM = MQ. By assumption Q is conjugate to an element Qi of

O, hence by the definition of Xí. X<(G) =P>((?i) for i = \, ■ • • , k. If

Çi^l, then there is some character p,- of O such that Pj(,Qi)^pA^)i

therefore x/G) ^Xy(l) which implies that G is not in 9?,- and therefore

not in 90?'. Consequently Qi = 1> hence 0 = 1, and therefore G — M,

where M lies in 90?. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

6. The converse of Theorem 3.1. Before proceeding with a proof

of the converse of Theorem 3.1, we shall prove a result which is

needed here and will also be used later.
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Lemma 6.1. Let ® be a group of order g = mq, with (m, q) = 1. Suppose

that ® contains a normal subgroup SDÎ of order m. If Q is any subgroup

of ® of order q, and if A is an element whose order divides q, then A is

conjugate to an element of Q.

Proof. As the order of O equals the order of ©/SDî and as (m, q) = 1,

the correspondence G*-»G9)Î is an isomorphism between O and ®/9ft.

Therefore there is some element of O in every coset of SDÎ in ®. Let

Q be the element of O in AW. If (AW)a=Aam = 'ifft, then A" lies in

5DÎ, as the order of A is relatively prime to m, this implies that Aa = l.

Conversely, if .4a = 1, clearly (A9R)" = W. Therefore the order of Q

equals the order a of A, because Q has the same order as Q'M=A3R

in ®/SD?. Let 31 be the cyclic group generated by A, and let £> = 3I2Jc.

As 9DÍ is normal in ©, § is a group, furthermore Q lies in §. By a

theorem of Zassenhaus, 31 is conjugate in § to the cyclic group gen-

erated by Q* Hence in particular A is conjugate in © to some power

of Q as was to be proved.

The converse of Theorem 3.1 can now be proved.

Theorem 6.1. Let © be a group of order g = mq, with [m, q) = l. Sup-

pose that ® contains a normal subgroup W. of order m. Then there exists

a subgroup Q of ® of order q with the properties :

(I) Every element in ® whose order divides q is conjugate to an ele-

ment of O.
(II) If Q is in Q, then the number of elements in 6(0;) whose orders

divide m is exactly (m, c(Q)).

Proof. The existence of O follows from a theorem of Schur.9 Con-

dition (I) is simply a restatement of Lemma 6.1. Condition (II) is an

immediate consequence of the fact that 3)2^6(0;) is a normal sub-

group of 6(0) and consequently contains all elements of 6(Q) whose

order divides m. Clearly the order of §Dïn6(Ç) is precisely (m, c(Q)).

7. The proof of Theorem 3.2. In this section it will be shown that

if a group © satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, then © also

satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. The proof is broken up into

several lemmas.

Let 9Î denote the.normalizer of ^, where § is defined in Theorem

3.2. Let the order of 9Î be n = ht = qst.

Lemma 7.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, every element of

® — 3ilis in the normalizer of a subgroup of © which is conjugate to §.

» See [7, p. 143].
'See [7, p. 143].
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Proof. If G is in ® — 90?, there is a prime p which divides q and also

the order of G, hence some power P of G has order p. The element G

commutes with P. In other words, there is an element P in ® of order

p with the property

(15) P = G~lPG.

The element P is in some Sylow /»-group <ß' of ®. If $ is a Sylow

/»-group of §, then it is also a Sylow /»-group of © and therefore con-

jugate to $'. Thus there exists an element K of ®, such that

(16) P£Ç' = KW'1 C K&K-1 = £'.

Equations (15) and (16) imply that

(17) P = G~lPG G ©' n G-%'G.

The hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 state that if ^' is distinct from

G~l$è'G, then the intersection of the two groups has order dividing s,

and thus cannot contain the element P of order p. Therefore §' and

G~1!q'G cannot be distinct. This implies that G is in the normalizer

of £>', where §' is conjugate to §.

Lemma 7.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, the number of ele-

ments in 9?i^90? is exactly st, and these elements form a normal subgroup

U of 9?. The intersection of 9? with any subgroup conjugate to 9? contains

only elements of 90?.

Proof. The number of elements in 9?f'\90? is a nonzero multiple10

of st, hence greater than or equal to 5/, therefore

(18) o(9? - 90?) = qst - st.

The number of groups conjugate to 9? is at most g/qst. It follows

from Lemma 7.1 that every element of ® —90? is in one of the sub-

groups conjugate to 9?. This yields

(19) o(® -W)£—(qst-st)=g- — = g-m.
qst q

By hypothesis, the number of elements in & — TI is exactly g — m.

Hence we must have equality in (18), and no element in (19) can be

counted more than once. That is to say, the intersection of 9? with

any subgroup conjugate to 9? can contain only elements of 90?.

It only remains now to show that the st elements in 9?, whose order

divides st, form a normal subgroup of 9?.

10 See footnote 2.
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The group 9c contains the normal subgroup § of order h = qs. It

follows from the choice of 5 that (qs, i) = l. Schur's Theorem11

applied to the group 9c states that 9c contains a subgroup £ of order t.

It is easily seen that the subgroup © of § of order s is normal in 9Î,

hence U = ©£ is a group. The order of U clearly equals st. As 9c con-

tains exactly st elements of order dividing st, they must all lie in U,

and therefore U is a normal subgroup of 9c.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.2. Condition (I) of

that theorem and Schur's Theorem12 yield the existence of a sub-

group Q of §, and therefore of ©, of order q. If G is an element of

6(0;), where Q lies in Q, then Q is in §r\G~l$í)G and the same argu-

ment that was used in Lemma 7.1 implies that ¡Q = G~1iç>G, conse-

quently G lies in 9c, or in other words,

(20) 6(0 C9t.

By Lemma 7.2, 2)cH9c is a normal subgroup of 91, consequently

6(0H9)c is a normal subgroup of 6(0. From this it easily follows

that the number of elements in 6(Ç)n9Jc is exactly (c(Q), m).

To complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 it is now sufficient to show

that every element Q of © whose order divides q is conjugate to an

element of O. By Lemma 7.1, Q lies in some group conjugate to 91

hence by a change of notation we may assume Q lies in 9c. As ¡Q is a

normal subgroup of 9c whose index is relatively prime to q, Q must lie

in §. By assumption § contains a normal subgroup © of index q

and therefore by Lemma 6.1, Q is conjugate to an element of Q as

was to be shown.

8. The case that Q is a cyclic p-group. There is another case in

which the conjecture can be proved, namely when q is the power of a

prime p, and when the Sylow p-group $ is cyclic. We shall say that

an element G in © is p-regular if the order of G is relatively prime to

p; if G is not p-regular then it is said to be p-singular.

Theorem 8.1. Let & be a group of order pam, with p not dividing m.

If the set 9Jc of p-regular elements of ® contains exactly m elements, and

if the Sylow p-group ty of ® is cyclic, then 'OR is a normal subgroup of ®.

Proof. Let St be the unique subgroup of $ of order p. As all the

P-Sylow groups of © are conjugate and as each group of order p is

characteristic in any Sylow group in which it is contained, all groups

of order p are conjugate in ®. Every p-singular element of ® must

11 See footnote 9.

u See footnote 9.
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commute with some element of order p, namely a suitable power of

itself. Therefore every /»-singular element of ® lies in the centralizer

of some group which is conjugate to 21. Let £ denote the centralizer

of 21, and 9? the normalizer of 2t, and let their orders be respectively

c and n. The Sylow group 'iß is contained in 6, which in turn is con-

tained in 9?. Hence c—pac\, n=p"ni where C\ divides «i.

The number of /»-regular elements in any group conjugate to 6 is a

multiple of C\, thus we get

(21) 0(6 - 90?) ̂  fa - ci.

Any element in the normalizer of 21 must be in the normalizer of 6,

therefore the number of groups conjugate to 6 is at most g/p"ni, using

equation (21) now leads to

(22) g - m = o(@ - 90?) = — (/»"ci - Ci) = (g - m) — g g - m.
pani «i

Equation (22) shows that C\ =Wi, and hence that S = 9?. As 2Í is a char-

acteristic subgroup of 93, any element in the normalizer of $ is also

in 9?. Therefore the normalizer of ty is contained in 9? = 6. As 21 is in

the center of (5, 21 must be in the center of the normalizer of 93. This

implies, by a well-known theorem,13 that there is a normal subgroup

of © whose index is />. It is clear that such a subgroup will again

satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 8.1, and the argument can be re-

peated. After a finite number of such steps we shall arrive at a sub-

group of order m ; this must necessarily be 90? and the theorem is estab-

lished.
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